driving
packaging

Statpack officially started operations in
the Kenyan market in 1989 and within
a decade had a workforce of over 150
employees. In 2008, we achieved another
major milestone by being awarded ISO
9001:2008 certification. Headquartered
in Nairobi, we have an office in Mombasa
and a regional footprint in Uganda and
Tanzania. We are present in more than 8
countries where we maintain sales and
services organization in all of them. With
the received talks on regional integration,
we foresee many positives including
bigger market, improved service delivery,
more job opportunities, stable pricing as
well as shared training and knowledge.

OUR CLIENTS

The East African market is vibrant and
dynamic and as an industry we will
continue to be at the forefront in product
innovation and service delivery. We are
continuously working towards our goal
of being the one stop packaging provider
within the region and indeed the whole of
Africa.

OUR PEOPLE

MAIN BUSINESS
Statpack is a leader in the field of
packaging, household, auto-care and
consumer products. Our 350 plus
employees within the East African region
are central to our long success story.
Every day, we live up to that responsibility
by putting all of our passion, knowledge
and experience into improving packaging
through outstanding and innovative
technology that puts our clients first. We
dedicate our efforts to those who depend
on our technology, the region over, and to
a better packaging future.

Our clients are mainly from, but not limited
to the East and Central African Regions. We
serve various clients from many industries
in sectors such as the Manufacturing, Retail,
Construction, Pharmaceuticals, Converters,
Food and Beverage, Cosmetic, Farming,
Catering, Households and Auto-care
sectors. Notwithstanding, we have many
other clients from different sectors who
also benefit from our packaging solutions.
OUR PARTNERS & AFFILIATES
Statpack is a distributor of various products
from well renowned suppliers.

Our highly qualified administrative
professionals offer a wide range of skills
for our clients as well as for our internal
projects and operational managers.
Additionally, we provide highly trained and
experienced professionals who support our
internal business units, allowing Statpack’s
core staff to focus on our customers’
requirements. These areas include
Contracts Administration, Procurement,
Human
Resource
Management,
Employee Advocacy, Safety, and Security
Management.
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Adhesive Tape Solutions

Packing Tapes

Masking Tapes

Our Bioxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP)
packing tapes are strong with superb tack
can withstand extremes of temperature and
pressure. The tapes are available plain or
coloured.
- can be printed in up to 3 colours
- offer attractive and affordable advertising 		
method
- promotes brand awareness
- offer easy identification,
- prevent pilferage and reduces tampering

General Masking Tapes are made of easy-totear weak adhesive crepe paper that allows
tape to be removed without stripping off
newly applied paint
- used in areas to protect against light solvent
paints or primer
- used to hold, bundle, seal and non-critical 		
masking applications
Special Masking Tapes:
- Ideal for application where lower tack is 		
required.
- used to temporarily fix stencils.
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Speciality Tapes
Speciality tapes are pressure sensitive adhesive tapes for a wide variety of assembly,
bonding, mounting, sealing and protection applications.
Double Sided Tissue Tape
Holds and joins light weight items for long-term
mounting, fixing and laminating
due to the powerful adhesion.

Double Sided Splicing Tape
Used for making joints (splicing) in corrugation
industry as they can withstand high temperatures.

Cushion Plate Mounting Tape
Used to mount flexographic
print plates to cylinders or
sleeves.

Cloth Tape
Cloth backing durable, rugged and flexible with
strong adhesive. Suitable for sealing heavy
packages.

Double Sided Foam Tape
Ideal for fixing number plates, signs and on
uneven surfaces.

Duct Tape
Superior bonding strength, good insulation and
excellent holding power for all types of substrates.
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Glazing Tape
Bonding of glass or metal panels into curtain
wall, commercial window or door systems and
architectural panel systems.

Security Void Tape
High-end tamper indicating tapes with aggressive
strong adhesion that reveals a hidden graphic and
tamper evident “OPENED” message when peeled.

PVC Electrical Tape
- automobile harness,
- joining wires, cables, packaging,
- color code indicator
- floor marking and paint masking

PE Protection Tape
- surface protection of nameplates,
- automotive body applications,
- white goods,
- electronics industry

Electrical Insulating Tape
- automobile harness,
- joining wires, cables, packaging,
- color code indicator
- floor marking and paint
masking

Aluminium Foil Tapes
Applied in refrigeration, air-conditioning
electronic industry, shield, wrapping pipes and
others.
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Food Packaging Solutions

We offer various food packaging methods which are cost-effective and convenient to keep food clean
through our Statwrap foils and cling films, aluminium food containers and vacuum bags.

Statwrap Aluminium Foil
Meets international standards, convenient to use, strong and is made up of high quality material.
Can be used for:
- cooking, storing, wrapping or
roasting
- lining cookie sheets/baking pans/
charcoal grills
- catching oven spills
- freezing.

Statwrap Cling Film
A cost-effective and convenient
storage method is used to pack food
efficiently and inexpensively.
It protects meat, poultry, seafood, vegetables, fruits and dairy
products from micro-organisms that breed quickly when food is left uncovered.
Food wrapped in cling film, maintains its freshness and looks appealing at the point of sale.
i)
ii)

Household cling film – preferable for home usage
Perforated cling film – suitable for industrial use as its perforations allow for prolonged
freshness. Mainly used in the horticultural industry for export purposes.
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Statwrap Aluminium Food Containers
These offer a convenient way to store, carry and preserve
food. The containers come in different sizes and shapes that
include square, round and rectangle. Compartment food
containers are also available.

Cling Film Dispensers
These dispensers are convenient and
excellent for easy wrapping of foodstuff
into cling film. It is quick and useable on a
kitchen unit or table. The dispensers are
efficient and easy to use.

Vacuum Bags & Sealers
Vacuum bags are used to prevent air from degrading perishable goods such as meat, cheese
etc, greatly extending freshness, flavor and shelf life. These bags provide a barrier against the
atmosphere and moisture.
These bags are placed in the chamber and the desired amount of air is
extracted from the vacuum bag and then sealed ensuring ultimate
protection while extending product shelf life.
Vaccuum Sealer machines are made of stainless steel and are available
in a variety of sizes and configurations such as the option of gas
flushing kits.
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Flexible Packaging Solutions

Laminate Films
These films that are engineered to maximize packaging
performance on the wide range of converting and food
processing equipment found in today’s marketplace.
Lamination is done on one side or both the side of the
packet. It also gives shine and makes the packet last
long. This makes it waterproof and tear proof.

Laminate Pouches
These pouches are sealed from all the sides in order to preserve the packed items from water and
moisture. They are capable of withstanding varying temperature and are tamper and water-proof
making them a preferred choice for food packaging. Our laminated pouches are also come in
customized options to suit the varying specifications of our clients.
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Shrink Sleeve Solutions

Shrink sleeves are highly attractive labels made of flexible shrink film that conform tightly to the shape
of the container creating an appealing product package. The sleeves can be applied onto containers
manually using a hand held heat gun or automatically with a Shrink Sleeve Applicator. The materials
used for shrink sleeves are:
•
•
•

PVC & PETShrink Sleeves
Bioxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP) Pearlized Films
Bioxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP) Films

Benefits:
• Large print area for product information
• 360 degree display of graphics increasing brand visibility
• Labelling solution for complex container shapes
• Strong and durable
• Suitable for single products or multipack
HEAT GUN
APPLICATOR

AUTOMATIC
APPLICATOR
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Strapping Solutions

Strapping is light, flexible and versatile. Strapping rolls offer greatest elongation as it moulds onto contours
of odd-shaped or irregular shaped packages due to its flexibility. Vertical and horizontal strapping can be
achieved.

Polypropylene (PP) & Polyester
(PET) Strapping Rolls
Strapping rolls are made of superior material
using the latest technology and can be
customised with flexo printing.

Polyester (PET) Strapping
This is applied using a lithium
battery operated strapping tool
with adjustable functioning
mode according to operation
either automatic, semi
automatic or manual.

Battery operated
strapping tool
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Semi Automatic Polypropylene (PP) Strapping Machines
The machine offers fast, stable heating and secure joining result.
- Used to pack goods, such as books, magazines, cardboard boxes, postal parcels and
other bundled package.

Narrostrapping
Made of high tenacity polyester yarn that does not spring back when cut, Narrostrapping greatly
reduces the need for wood blocking and bracing. It conforms to any shape and will not damage
product edges.
Narrostrapping can be used to strap
- drums
- doors
- rafters
- pallets
- flat glass
- windscreens
- machinery
- equipment
- pipes
- galvanizers
- animal hides
- meat carcasses
- shipping crates
- scaffolds
- pre-cast and concrete products.
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Paper Cores & Tubes Solutions

Paper cores and tubes make manufacturing of wound products possible by protecting products and
allowing delivery without damage.
Our paper cores have neatly cut-off finish providing accuracy and consistency.
They are available in different sizes, thicknesses and lengths to
required specifications.
Uses of Papers Cores:
i)
On hygienic paper, such as tissue and crepe
ii)
Flexible film, food, polythene
iii) Textiles and fabric
iii) Converting industry Paper cores and tubes make manufacturing of wound products possible by
protecting products and allowing delivery without damage.
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Coding & Marking Solutions

Linx Coders are used for coding and marking applications like sell-by-dates, manufacture dates,
expiry dates, batching and other variable applications onto products.

Linx 8900, Linx 8910 &
Linx 8940 CIJ Printer
Makes operation, reliability
and efficiency easier than
ever, so you can spend
more time coding, and
increasing output from
your production line.

Linx SL101 & Linx SL301
Laser Coders
These are the most
versatile and fastest laser
coder in the market.
They delivers improved
productivity, low running
and maintenance costs,
with no compromise on
coding quality.

Linx SL501
Laser Coder
It is a high powered
50w laser coding
system that delivers
both print speed and
high quality coding
resolution without
compromise.
It is ideal for printing
high-quality text,
graphics and Data
Matrix on a wide
range of materials.
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Linx TT3 Thermal
Transfer Overprinter
Ideal for coding on flexible film packaging, labels or gloss card.
Suitable for printing best before dates and batch codes within
snack foods, confectionery and pharmaceuticals.

Zanasi ZJET303 Printer
This is an extremely simple and precise large character printing
system (printing on secondary packaging).
This printer is fitted with a large keyboard for industrial use
with a membrane panel which can also be used in very harsh
environments.
Suitable for printing on a wide variety of surfaces. It manages up
to a maximum of two 7 dots or one 16 dots NZ printheads.

Codeology Carton
Coders
These offer simplified
flexible carton coding
on-line solution with up
to 35metres/minute and a
real time clock for printing
production times and shift
codes.

The Linx coding printers
make operation,
reliability and efficiency
easier than ever, so you
can spend more time
coding, and increasing
output from your
production line.

Traversing System
P1100 Series Print
Positioners
These are electric axes
designed to provide reliable
method of applying industrial
ink jet codes in applications
where it is necessary to
move the printhead and only
requires connection to a single
phase electrical supply.
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With stroke lengths of upto
600mm, the positioners are
made of stainless steel and
anodised aluminium.

Online Packaging Solutions

Our range of carton sealers are designed to fulfill your production line requirements our automatic and
semi automatic carton sealers. Also available are manual tape dispensers and bag neck sealers.

Automatic & Semi Carton
Sealers
Functional and easy to use and
maintain, these production online carton sealers allow for easy
application of packaging tape
on-line production and come
in both automatic and semiautomatic sealing operations
on any production line.

Hand Dispensers
Hand held manual
tape dispensers
come in handy for
low production lines.
Application of this
is in various usages
both commercial and
individual.

Table & Bag
Neck Dispensers
These dispensers
come in handy for
low production lines
but can be used for
both commercial
and individual
applications.
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Weight & Inspection Solutions

We provide products, solutions and services to the industry for increasing the reliability, safety and
efficiency of production and packaging lines. Our portfolio covers applications from goods-in to goodsout, including automated and manual processes.

Check Weighers

X-Ray Machines

Metal Detectors

Checkweighers are used for
in-line verification of product
weight or completeness.

These machines are used
for inspecting packaged
products.

These offer different
needs in terms of accuracy,
throughput, hygienic design
and regulation compliance.

Typical applications include
cartons, boxes, pouches,
bags, trays and sachets that
can contain a wide variety of
dry or liquid food products.

These are for the inspection
of food and other products.
The systems are capable
of detecting both ferrous
and non-ferrous metals and
separating any products
contaminated with these
metals, reliably from the
production or packaging line.
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Bench & Floor Scales
We offer a complete portfolio of weighing
platforms and floor scales which you can
connect to either a weighing terminal or
directly to a control system.

Pendeo® Truck
Intelligent
truck weighing

Truck Scales
We offer two different truck scale terminal
solutions. Simple weight indicators for
accurate and clear weight display and
transmission to a PC based truck scale
management system. Or, the powerful Maxxis
5 weighing controller featuring extensive
operator / driver dialog, accessory control,
ticket printing and batching functionality.

This system is 100%
compatible with analog
Minebea load cells with
intuitive operation.
It offers maximum
resistance to lightning
strike and environmental
influences.

Midrics® Scale Indicator

Midrics® Weighing Platforms

MIS1

Painted & stainless Steel versions GF, IG

Midrics scale indicators are made of AISI 304
stainless steel with backlit display, 14 segment,
20mm LCD for weight readouts.

These platforms are innovatively designed with
4 adjustable leveling feet and are easy to clean.
Both versions are suitable for industrial use.

They comes with integrated A/D-converter for
connecting analog platforms.
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Stretch Wrapping Solutions

This is a cost effective way to stabilize and protect loads. In random height palletising, it gives uniform
and optimum film usage.
Benefits of stretch wrapping
• Clings tightly to objects providing
secure overwrap for protection
• Improves stability of products or
packages forming a unit load
• Tamper and pilferage resistant
• Handling efficiency and storage

Hand Grade Films & Machine
Grade Stretch Films
Stretch films are resistant to tear and
breakage. The cling factor, clarity
and static discharge enable the
product to perform its functions.
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Stretch Wrap Machines
These machines are automatic, efficient, fast and can match any
production line.
Portable manual stretch wrappers are also available.
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Shrink Wrapping Solutions

Shrink wrapping is innovative, cost effective and efficient. It is used in bulk and small quantity to shrink
wrap bottles, boxes, cosmetics, and many other products.

PVC Shrink Wrap Film
These are tear resistant films, heat shrinkable industrial films with
excellent clarity and gloss, suitable for all kinds of shrink-wrap.

Shrink Wrap Machines
These come as Shrink
Tunnels and L-Sealers and
are available in manual,
semi and fully automatic
models.
These machines offer
speedy performance,
durability and less
maintenance costs.
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Conveyor Solutions

Conveyors are used in manufacturing, food processing, mining and recycling industries to transfer
packaged items quickly, efficiently and safely when goods are being moved frequently between specific
points, over a fixed path or when there is a sufficient flow volume.
From simple line production to fully automated conveyors for high end users, our conveyors are
available in a variety of widths and lengths.

Roller Conveyors
Consists of several parallel rollers and are ideal for
use in picking stations, sorting systems and assembly
lines.

Expandable Conveyors
These are conveyors that can be extended
and curved to suit different settings to
requirement.

Belt Conveyors
A smooth continuous rubberised conveyor
used to conveniently move heavy objects and
are ideal for factories and bakeries.
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Glue Guns and Glue Sticks

Professional Glue Gun
TE9112

A convenient way for users
in bonding for carpeting,
woodworking, floral and
simple home improvement
either professionally or semi
professionally.
The glue gun provide extra wattage
and higher heating power to melt
more glue faster and allows more
glue flow than regular models.
Triggers are easy to grip, and
effort-saving. The housing is heat
resistant for more protection, grip
control is ergonomic. It is a great
tool for mid-volume users for a
longer working time.

Glue Sticks
Suitable in these applications;
scrapbooking, textile and fabric
bonding, florists, arts and crafts, simple
household repairs etc.
These are not only popular but also
superior hot melt glue sticks.
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Regular Glue Gun
Regular glue guns are built
with excellent feeding
mechanism for controlling
glue flow. With its easy-touse design and non-leaking
nozzle, these items are
great tools for bonding toys,
plastic, ceramics and simple
household repairs. We also
provide low temperature
models especially for
bonding heat-sensitive
items.

Mini Glue Gun
TE308

Mini glue guns are great tools
for starters. Its durable and
compact designs, with heatresistant housing make these
tools easy to operate. A good
collection for arts and crafts,
floral, and DIY projects. We
also offer low temperature
models for bonding heatsensitive objects.

PURSUING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

Statpack management encouraged the
formation of the SACCO (Savings and
Credit Co-operative) as a way to help
employees improve and develop themselves
economically. We all save an agreed upon
amount of money in a common pool out of
which loans can be given calculated as per
individual contribution. Members are also
paid dividends further enhancing personal
development.

It is our policy to plan for, and safeguard, the
health, safety, and welfare of everyone who
works at, or visits, our premises and other
places of work and who is likely to be affected
by our operations.

COLLABORATION & TEAMWORK
Using our company’s model of operations,
employees know what they have to do,
when it must be done and who needs to do
it. And information is not just stuck either:
using our integrated internal technology
system, our team is well versed to handle
daily company and logistical operations.
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY
We believe that education is a cherished
commodity. Statpack Industries recognizes
that without an educated nation, the future
of our country as a whole is at stake. With
this in mind we started a foundation which
assists staff members with school fees
for their children have shown academic
excellence.
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY STATEMENT
Statpack Limited, by its actions, shall
positively avoid causing unnecessary
damage or harm to the environment and
make contribution, where possible, towards
the delivery of sustainable development.
ETHICAL POLICY STATEMENT
All employees are well trained and educated
on General Moral Imperatives, Moral Specific
Responsibilities, Organizational Leadership
Imperatives and Compliance to the code of
company ethics.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
Statpack Ltd Quality Management System
relies on the eight quality management
principles contained in ISO 9001:2008 to
enable a continual improvement of the
business, their overall efficiency and to make
them capable of responding to customer
needs and expectations.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDISATION

Head Office - NAIROBI

STATPACK INDUSTRIES LIMITED
North Airport Road, Embakasi
P.O. Box 22015 00400, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 20 2519326/7, +254 722 852979, +254 733 883329
Fax: +254 20 2515274
Email: info@statpack.co.ke

Branch Office - MOMBASA

STATPACK MOMBASA LIMITED
Transocean Building, opposite DTB Bank, Moi Avenue
P.O. Box 83016 80100, Mombasa, Kenya
Tel: +254 41 2314305, +254 41 2311779, +254 770 456733
Email: info@statpackmombasa.co.ke

Regional Office - TANZANIA

STATPACK TANZANIA LIMITED
Hifhadhi Business Park, opposite Ubungo Plaza,
Morogoro Road, Ubungo Industrial Area,
P.O. Box 21730, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Tel: +255 22 2451844/43. Wireless: +255 733 400530
Fax: +255 22 2451843
Email: sales@statpack.co.tz, info@statpack.co.tz

Regional Office - UGANDA

STATPACK UGANDA LIMITED
Industrial Area, Six Street, Plot No. 140
P.O. Box 21039, Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +256 414 232298/2
Fax: +256 414 232287
Email: statpack@africaonline.co.ug

www.statpack.co.ke
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